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ENTROPY AND TWISTED COHOMOLOGY 
DAVID FRIED* 
(Receiwd 15 hfa~ 1985) 
A UNIFIED version of Shub’s entropy conjecture is posed. The previously known partial results 
are discussed and extended in the setting of twisted cohomology. 
It is easy to increase the complexity of a discrete dynamical system by a continuous 
deformation. but difficult to so simplify the dynamics. Shub conjectured that the topological 
entropy II(/) of a smooth mapfi M + !M on a compact manifold M is bounded below by the 
growth of the various algebraic transformations that it induces. When this holds one has an a 
priori lower bound on the complexity of the deformations off [16]. 
In the case when ,C1 is simply connected the only relevant growth is that on cohomology. 
The linear mapf*: H* (M; R)a has a certain spectral radius R = R(f) 2 0 and the first 
version of Shub’s enrrop~ conjecture was that h(f) 2 log R(f). Many partial results in this 
direction are known. 
If ~ct.\f is nontrivial then the action off on rrl gives another algebraic measure of the 
growth off. As in [4] we can define a growth rate ;:(A) for an endomorphism A of a finitely 
generated group G. This growth rate is so defined that if G = Z” and if R is the spectral radius 
of the corresponding linear map of R” then ~(.4) = log R. So the entropy conjecture is 
h(f) 2 I. This has been proven, even whenfis only continuous [l, 41. 
We will show that there is more growth in the non-simply-connected case than that 
measured by log R(f) or ~(f, ). That this should be so is clear from the consideration that by 
passing to a finite cover one can sometimes produce larger cohomology groups and so 
increase log R. The proper algebraic invariant to use is the twisted cohomology of :V, first 
studied by Reidemeister [15]. We will see that the growth off‘on twisted cohomology is at 
least as large as ~(f, ) and log R(f), wherefis the lift off to a finite cover. So this unifies the 
Shub conjecture and gives the proper formulation in the general (non-simply-connected) case. 
By imitating the existing arguments for special cases of the (untwisted) entropy conjecture, 
we can prove corresponding versions for twisted cohomology. An exception to this is the case 
ofcup products of l-dimensional classes studied in [13, 173. Here the usual arguments have a 
gap that has hindered such a generalization. This leads to an open problem concerning 
intersection theory for a foliation (Section 8). 
To give a concrete illustration of this theory we use twisted cohomology to verify a 
conjecture of Bowen’s. He believed that by blowing up some finite invariant set F in Smale’s 
horseshoe transformation one could produce a transformationfwith ;:(f, ) > 0. In Section 4 
we show how this can be done with a single period 5 orbit F. It follows that in any isotopyf, of 
the horseshoe transformationf = f0 in which the orbit F does not bifurcate out of existence, 
these diffeomorphisms will have entropy h(J) bounded uniformly away from zero. In some 
topological sense this periodic orbit is so twisted that it forces large entropy. The 
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corresponding result for any basic set on a compact surface has since been proven by other 
means by Franks and Handel [j]. 
Since this paper was written. the entropy conjecture for a C” map has been proven by 
Yomdin [20]. His method is to bound the entropy from below by the volume growth rate of 
smooth simplices. Thus for C” maps all the stronger conjectures of this paper are verified. 
$1. A REVIEW OF TWISTED COHOMOLOGY 
We take a finite C Wcomplex X with only one vertex p and a cellular mapj: X --) X. We will 
.assign growth rates tofthat depend on the twisted cohomology of various dimensions. The 
algebra will be recalled in this section and growth rates defined in the next. In later sections we 
will relate these growth rates to smooth maps and entropy. 
Let V be a vector space with a given linear action of the fundamental group rc of X. This 
action is specified by a homomorphism p: 7c + GI( I’) We will say that a V-valued cochain < on 
the universal cover 2 of X is p-rwisred if it transforms according to p. More precisely we give 
_? the n-invariant C W complex structure that covers the given one on X. The chain group 
Ci(~; Z) is an abelian group with a linear rt action, hence a module over the group ring 
R = Zn. A p-twisted i-cochain <: C,(.?; h) -+ V is a map of R-modules. This means 
<(ga) = p(g)< (a) for all cr~C~(g; h), gerr, and < preserves sums. 
Altogether these S’s form the cochain group C’(X, p). There are coboundary maps 
di: C’( X, p) + C” ‘(X, p) induced by the boundary operator c’i + i : Ci i i (2: Z) -+ Ci(~: Z). One 
has di, i bi = 0 and the corresponding cohomology groups H’( X, p) = ker GJim 6i_ 1 are the 
p-tkvisted cohomologr, of X. 
As an example, consider the space X which is the wedge of a circle C and a 2-sphere S at a 
point p. X carries an obvious C W complex structure with one cell in dimensions 0, 1. and 2. 
Here rr is infinite cyclic and _? is the complex obtained from P by attaching a 2-sphere at each 
integral point. Choose a generator t for rr. We can lift our 3 cells to r? as, say, i = OE 2, the 
edger = [0, 1] c ?. and the 2-sphere 0 attached to R at j. Over the group ring R = Z [t, t-‘1 
we can write C,(x; Z) = R$, C,(z?; E) = Rr and C,(g; Z) = Ra. Here we must specify an 
orientation on aand r: wechoose the latterconsistent with the usual orientation on ?. 3 r. We 
then have ?F = ?a = 0 and Zr = (t - l)i. 
Consider any real vector space I’ and any linear automorphism A: V-* V. Define 
p: JI+ GI( V, by p( t”) = A”. Then one finds C’( X, p) 2 V for i = 0, 1,2 (and zero for other i). 
Since the only nonzero differential is A-Z: Co + C’, we find H’(X, p) = ker I-A, H’(X, p) 
= coker I-A, H2(X, p) = V. 
We turn to special cases. It is clear that V = F! with trivial 15 action gives the usual real 
cohomology H’( X, p) = Hi (X; P). On the other hand if F is a finite quotient group of n one 
can let 71 act as permutation matrices of the vector space V = ,ZF (i.e. one takes a copy of ?, for 
each element in F and permutes these summands using the action rt x F -+ F ). In this case 
H’(X, p) = H’( X,; E) where X, is the finite regular cover of X with deck transformation 
group f. So twisted cohomology (for various p’s) gives the ordinary real cohomoloa of any 
finite regular cover. 
We remark that the same groups H’( X, p) can becomputed for a manifold X using twisted 
de Rham cohomology. A p-twisted i-form on X is an i-form with values in the flat bundle 
defined by p. The operator d on forms extends to this setting and ker 
dijim di_ i 2 H’(X, p). 
We now consider the action of a cellular map 1: It is perhaps simpler to consider two 
complexes (X, p) and (Y, 4) andf: (X, p) --f (Y, 4). Thenfcan be lifted to a mapy:X -+ Y? One 
finds that fl(g_x) = 4(g) r(_y) where gErc,X, #(q)~n,Y, and 4: rr,X -+ ri,Y is the homo- 
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morphism _f; induced by J The chain maps FL: Ci( 2: Z) -+ C’,(F; H) induced by jare also 4- 
equivariant. If p is a given linear representation p: 7r1Y - GI( Ci) and 5 is a p-twisted i-cochain 
on Y, then F: 5 satisfies 
= < (4 (9) F;(G)) 
= P@(g)) <(Fi (a)) = (P ’ 4) (9)’ (F: <) (5.) 
i.e. F: t is a p 0 +-twisted i-cochain on X. We find that Fi induces a map F:: H’(Y, p) --* H’( X, 
f* p) where we usef*p to denote p of.+. 
This makes clear one pathology of twisted cohomology. Even if (X. p) = (Y, q),fwill not 
induce an endomorphism on p-twisted cohomology unless p is invariant, i.e. f*p = p. If 
fan # p one cannot define eigenvalues (even if V is finite dimensional), so some alternative 
must be found to measure growth. We mention that invariance has been assumed in the 
analogous work on periodic points c_6]. 
In our l-complex above, supposeffixes W and F2 maps G to P(t)a. Thenf*p = p and the 
mapf*: H’(X, p) -+ H’(X, p) is P(A): V-+ V. 
$2. TWISTED GROWTH 
The preceding example shows another curious property of the theory. Choosing P(A) 
= A, we see that any automorphism of any vector space is induced byf on some p-twisted 
cohomology! To obtain meaningful growth rates we must restrict the class of allowed 
representations p. 
Accordingly we shall henceforth assume Vis equipped with a seminorm II (j and that the 
action of TC on V is isometric. This level of generality will be necessary in Section 3, but one 
usually takes P’ a Banach space. The finite cover example of Section 1 is clearly included. 
The seminorm on Vinduces one on twisted cohomoiogy. To see this. give Ci( /Vi Z) the l- 
norm, i.e. //I ajaj\l = Zlajl, where Gj varies over all i-simplices in ,v (only finitely many 
coefficients can be nonzero). Then C’( X, p) carries the operator (semi) norm where /I .5 11 is 
chosen as small as possible so that II < (c) // < (( < 11 l/c 11  holds for all c E Ci ( 2; H). One defines the 
seminorm on H’(X, p) by taking the infimum over all representative cocycles. so that in 
particular I\[<] /I I 11</1. where [<I is the cohomology class of 5. 
We now consider the action of a cellular mapf:(X, p) -+ (Y, q) and we will show that it 
defines a bounded operator on twisted cohomology. Lift f to a mapf: .? -+ P and form the 
corresponding chain maps Fi: Ci(‘~; Z) + Ci(~; h). Then Fi(gG) = @(g)Fi(G) (i.e. Fi is 
$-equivariant) so IIFi (go)11 = \lFi (a)/j. for all simplices 0. Let b be the sup of jjFi (G);/ over 
all i-simplices in X. so 6 = 11 Fi 11. As Ci( x; Z) has a finite basis of such G‘S over R. b is finite. We 
only need show 
LEMMA 1. Let C’,, D, be chain complexes withfinite preferred bases ouer R = Z;i. Give 
C,. D, the l-norm. Let K: C, 4 D, be a &equicariant chain mapfor some d: TI -+ rt and let 11 K1I 
be its operator norm. 
Suppose IT acts bx linear isometries on V. Gire cocycles in Hom,(D,. V) the operator norm, 
\r,here T[ acts on V b!, p, and likew,isefor cocycles in Hom,(C,. V) where 7c acts on V b>, p 0 4. 
Then the map K*: Hom,(D,. v) + Hom,(C,. V) 1~~s operator norm 5 11 K 11. 
Ifone gires the cohomology groups of these complexes the seminorm obtained by taking the 
injimum of the seminorms of representatives then the induced operator on cohomo1og.v has 
operator norm I 11 K 11. 
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The proof of the lemma is trivial and will be omitted. 
It clearly implies that the action of a cellular mapfon p-twisted cohomology is bounded, 
independently of p. 
Now we take X = Yand iteratef. We find thatf”‘: H’(X, p) -+ H’( X,f”* p) is bounded by 
II FJ”. SO we can define a growth rate I < zc for the chain map Fi to be the infimum of the 
constants c such that the sequence jlf”*jl/ enc is bounded. It obviously does not vary under 
homotopy, since homotopic cellular maps act the same way on cohomology. For trivial 
p, y(Fi) is the logarithm of the spectral radius of the induced map on ith cohomology. 
Now suppose that Y is another CWcomplex with one vertex 4, that g: (Y, g) + (Y, g) is 
cellular with chain maps Gi, that g: (Y, q) -+ (X, p) is cellular and that go and afare homotopic. 
Let x E H’( X, p). By the lemma, we have 
If g is a homotopy equivalence, this implies that ‘J(Gi) I y(Fi) since cr*x varies over all of H’(Y, 
pa,). By symmetry, we find y(Gi) = y( Fi). In particular y( Fi) does not depend on the choice of 
C W complex structure in case X is a manifold. 
All that we have said applies equally well to pairs (X, X’) where X’ is a subcomplex of X 
and f preserves X’. We now take X’ = {p}: this corresponds to setting Co = 0. 
Definirion. Let X be a finite CW complex with unique vertex p. Let i 2 1 and let 
p: TC, X + Gl( V) be an isometric linear representation. We define the i-dimensional p-twisted 
growth rate for a cellular map_/? X + X to be 
If A4 is a smooth connected compact manifold and g: M + M a continuous map, we define 
yi(g, p) to be ri(f; p) where f is as above and (X, f) is homotopy equivalent to (M, 9). 
Of course this last clause means that there is a homotopy equivalence h: X + M with 
inverse k: :I4 + X such that gh - hJ f k - kg. The preceding discussion shows that the choice 
of (X,f)does not affect yi(f ),so yi(g)is well defined. Note that wealso identify niM with 7~iX 
using this homotopy equivalence. 
We now make 
The C’ Entropy Conjecture. If g is a C’ map of a compact smooth manifold M to itself 
then h(g) 2 ‘/i(g, p) for all i, p. 
We will relate this to earlier work on the entropy conjecture and prove some extensions in 
later sections. 
For now we will compute an example. Let X be the 2-complex considered above 
PE H [t, t-‘1 and f = f, the map whose liftj‘fixes R and that satisfies F (a) = P(t)a. Let A be 
any isometry of a seminormed vector space V. Define p as before: it gives an isometric action 
of xi. The chain complex for (X, p) has trivial boundary so the relative cohomology group Hi 
is V in dimension i = 1 or 2,0 elsewhere. For i = 1, f* is the identity, so y1 (J p) = 0 for all p. 
For i = 2, however, f, acts on V by the operator P(A). Choosing V = ??’ we can identify A 
with a point ZE.S’ so that y2(J p) = log I P(z)l. On the other hand we have 
LEMMA 2. For an_v isomerry A, sup log 1 P(z)1 b ounds the spectral radius of P(A). 
-ES’ 
Proof of lemma. Let Q E C [x, x- ‘1 = S. For the l- norm on S, and any isometry A, one 
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clearly has /Q(A)II I /IQ /II. Taking Q = Pm, m = 1, 2, , we are reduced to showing lim 
sup II pm II :‘” 1. supI&)\. This was shown in [S] in a related example. Q.E.D. 
:eS’ 
The above discussion now shows how to choose ZE S’ so as to maximize y2(f, p), namely 
one chooses : to be the maximum of the function IPI. 
53. UNIVERSAL COCYCLES AND y( F,) 
First we will address the problem of choosing p optimally, i.e. so that yi(J p) is as large as 
possible. We will find that this can be done by using a certain universal i-cocycle <i. 
We letf: (X, p)s be as above. Denote the relative twisted chain group for the pair (X, p) by 
Ci, SO Ci = Ci( 8; Z), i # 0 and Co = 0. For i 2 1, we define Vi = Ci/SCi+ 1. NOW we fix i. The 
projection ii : Ci + Vi is clearly an i-cocycle since it vanishes on boundaries. Moreover it is 
universal in the sense that any i-cocycle <: Ci + V factors through ci i.e. 5 = z 0 ii where 
;: Vi -+ V. Note also that Vi carries a seminorm as a quotient space of the normed space 
Ci, namely 
11 C+ 2Ci + r (I = infllc + SC’ 11 1, C’ECi+l. 
The action of x on Vi is isometric, so we have a representation pi: n + GI (Vi) satisfying our 
requirements. Note that in the factorization of < = t 0 ti, 2 is bounded and has, in fact. the 
same norm as 5. 
We now compare the growth rate ~i(~ pi) with other yi(J p)‘s. 
PROPOSITION 1. For any isometric p, ri(J p) I yi(J pi). 
Proof. Lift f and let Fi: Ci + Ci be the corresponding chain map. For any p-twisted 
i-cocycle < = t 0 ti and any decomposition Fy’ ii = y + 6~. we have 
FY = 5 = ~o;~oF;= ;oy+<o;o;. 
Thus II [F;’ <] 11 5 ~~~~~ IIyjI. Recalling that lltll = I\<11 and taking infimum over all < in a 
cohomology class x, we find )I Fy’ x/I I II x 11 I( y II Taking infimum over all y cohomologous to 
F? l ii, we find 
IIF? ~11 5 IIxII II CF7’ <iI II. 
NOW let xi denote the cohomology class of <i, xi E H’( X. pi). 
We have jl Fy’ x II I 1I.y II (I Fy* .YiII : SO that 
F;’ : H’( X, p) + iY’( x,f”* p) 
is bounded by 1) F/’ Xi11 for all n. 
Now take growth rates to get 
yi(h p) I lirn~~p~logllF~* xi/. 
Clearly the expression on the right, measuring the growth of the single vector xi, is bounded 
by yi(J Pi). Q.E.D. 
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Of course, taking p = pi in the preceding argument shows that 
yi(A pi) = lim SUP i log 11 F?’ Xii/ . 
We see then that the most growth in dimension i comes from p = pi, V = Vi. This suggests 
Definition. The i-dimensional growth rate offis yi (f) = r,(J pi). Likewise if g is a smooth 
map of a compact connected manifold, we let iti = yi(g, pi). 
For i = 1, there is another natural candidate namely the growth rate y(f* ) wheref,: TCTJ is 
the endomorphism of n induced byf. There is no conflict here, as 
TXEOREM 1. yI (f) = I. 
Proof. Lift f so that it fixes a vertex $E 2’. Let F: C1 + Cr be the induced chain map. 
We saw 
yt(f) = lim sup t IIF”’ x1 II , 
where .Y! = [<,I. Since C,, = 0, [<1] = <r. But the norm IIF”’ xtI/ is the operator norm of 
<r OF”: C1 -+ V, with respect to the l-norm (I II1 on C1 and the quotient seminorm on 
V, = C,/2C2. Thus 
(*I 11 F”’ x1 11 = sup (inf 11 F”o - Zc2 II I ) 
(I cz 
where 0 varies over a set of lifted l-cells and for each 0, c2 varies over C2. 
We now orient the edges of X. This gives us a generating set S for rt and corresponding 
notion of word length: 1 (y) is the minimal number of elements s+‘, SE S, needed to express 
_r E rt. Lifting a word in s*t to _? gives an edge path in .? starting at p’ and ending at a point 
4 = ~j that depends only on the group element r, represented by the word. 
We show 
LESMMA 3. I(J) is the minimum ofIlclll ouer all l-chains c with SC = yj-j. 
Proof. Represent y minimally, take the corresponding edge path starting at p and let c be 
the l-chain that represents this edge path. We have cc = ~6 - j. Also there can be no doubling 
back in the edge path (by its minimality) so llcllt = I(J). 
On the other hand, given a l-chain c with boundary J$ - 6 one can iteratively construct an 
edge path from J$ to 6 that never doubles back and is supported on the l-cells occurring in 0. 
Thus I(J) < IIcII. Q.E.D. 
Now let cr = a(s) be an oriented l-cell in 1 with Sa = sj - ~5, s E 5. Let J = ~(n, a) be defined 
by ?F”o = ~6 - 6 and choose c = c(y) so that SC = JF - p, 11 c 11  = 1 (y), as in the lemma. Then 
r= F”G - c is a cycle. Since x is simply connected, we can find c2 with Cc2 = z. Then IIF% 
- ?cl II 1 = 1 (y). Also. by the lemma. this norm cannot be lower for any chain with boundary 
yj--j. So we can rewrite (*) as 
IIF”’ x1 II = sup I(J(~, G’)) 
r3 
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But clearly J(~.G) =f;(s). So we have 
11 F”‘x, /I = sup r(f; s). 
SSS 
Since I is defined as 
lim sup i log[sup I(f: s)] 
5 
we are done. Q.E.D. 
The preceding proposition shows that yi(f), i 2 2, is a higher dimensional analogue of 
~(f, ). This suggests we find a formula for yi(f) involving chains, since this would more closely 
resemble the definition of ~(f, ). 
With this in mind, we fix lifts of the i-cells in the base. This gives an identification of 
the p-twisted i-chains CL&, V with the q-fold direct sum of V with itself, 4 being the number 
of i-cells in X. Using the seminorm 11 ol II+ . . . + 11 uqII on Ci 0, V, we induce seminorms on 
the cycles, boundaries and homology of the twisted chain complex (CL@, V, S@, id). We 
have 
PROPOSITION 2. pi is 
where 
lim sup h log II F”, II , 
F;: Hi(X, p; Z 77) + Hi(X, p; 4”). 
Here, as above, 4” denotes the map 71 -+ x induced by F”: we are taking V = R7c and 
p = 4”: 7~ 4 GI( v). 
The proof is easy and will be omitted. Note that the proposition says that the number ri(f) is a 
sort of spectral radius for the homology of the universal cover. 
By Proposition l> the entropy conjecture can be reformulated in a way that does not 
involve an arbitrary representation p. 
The C’ Entropy Conjecture. If g: M 4 M is a C’ map of a smooth compact connected 
manifold then 
h(g)2~i(g), i=l,2,... 
By Theorem 1 and the theorem of Manning, Shub, Bowen, Katok and Gromov [l, 4,123 
we see that it holds for i = 1, even if g is only Co. 
We mention that our constructions can be done equally well for any finite CWcomplex X, 
regardless of the number of vertices. One takes rc to be the direct sum of the fundamental 
groups of the components X. 
$4. THE PUNCTURED HORSESHOE 
We will apply the preceding theory to the familiar example of Smale’s horseshoe. We have 
an embedding h: D2 -+ D’ whose nonwandering set is a fixed sink and the horseshoe basic set 
R. We choose g so that R is a Cartesian product of 2 linear Cantor sets on the x, y axes and so 
that g is linear near R. 
In terms of Fig. 1, you stretch the large square horizontally, shrink it vertically, fold the 
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Fig. 1. The curved line is the image of pp,: deforming it to the dotted line gives g,(b,) = z6,z-‘. 
right half under and lay the whole thing down again, approximately on top of its original 
position. This can be done so that the point p in the top left corner is fixed. Labelling the 
smaller squares a, b, c, d as shown, there is a period 5 orbit F = {pl, . . . ,ps} that passes 
successively through squares c, a, b, d, d. Since these four squares are a Markov partition for R 
with transitions a, c -+ a, b and b, d + c, d this F exists and is unique. 
Following Bowen’s idea for generating new algebraic growth [l], we blow up F to 
produce a compact surface A4 that is a disc with 5 holes. Clearly h lifts to a diffeomorphism 
g: A4 + M. We will show that yi (g) > 0. From the previous section, it will follow that h (g) is 
positive. Of course it is well known that h (g) = log2. But if one has a family h, and a 
deformation F, of F with h,-’ (F,) = F,,h,, = h, then one can lift this to a family gz,gO = g. 
One will have y1 (g!) = y1 (g) for all t. So h (h,) = h (g,) 2 y1 (g) > 0 for all t. Thus we will have 
THEOREM 2. There is a periodic orbit F in Smale’s horseshoe ho such that in any isoropy h, in 
which F stays periodic (or moves, keeping the same period) all the diffeomorphisms h, have 
topological entropy bounded below by a positive constant. 
It suffices to find a representation p: n = lrlM -+ U( 1) with yl (g, p) > 0. We will choose p 
so that it takes the same value z E S’ (we take V = C and identify U( 1) with S’ ) on any small 
curve around a puncture. This implies that p is invariant, p = g*p, so yi (g, p) is the spectral 
radius on the (finite dimensional) twisted cohomology group H’ (M, p; p) of the induced map 
g*: H’(M,p; p)s . We will see that most values of z work, i.e. give yl ‘> 0. 
To compute yi, we first find a suitable complex and cellular map f: X P . We take 
X c D2 - F to be a wedge of five narrow circles d,, . . , h5 joined at p so that 6i follows a path 
from p toward pi, circles pi clockwise and returns. Then X is a retract of D2 - F in an obvious 
way (approximately as 0’ retracts onto the wedge of five intervals that is the cone on F with 
vertex p). Identifying di with the corresponding free generator for the group 
n = rrl (X, p) = rcl (M,p), one easily checks that the action of g on 7~ is 
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where z = a3aSdZ. For instance the image of the straight segment from p to p3 is a curve that 
goes from p to pa. Pushing it into the cone on F, it wraps around A3, d5, and dz before reaching 
P4. Doubling this segment and paying attention to the holes shows 
g*(6,) = r6&-I. 
We choose5 X ZJ to be a cellular map that realizes g*. Then we liftftoj: ,? F, so that it 
fixes a vertex 6 and we choose lifts for the curves 6i that are l-cells pi with Sai = Sic-i. With 
these choices, Ci = C5 and the action off is a certain 5 x 5 matrix. 
To find the entries one uses a process familiar to knot theorists. One modifies the 
description of g* by replacing group elements by l-cells in the cover, so that for example, 
cr3 i~a3+63.p5+~365.62+f365~2.a4 
-836564.a2 - d3d4.a5 - d4.a3 
This describes the chain map on l-chains in 2. To describe the map induced on Ci , one simply 
replaces all the weights 6i by their images under p, so that 
a31 + a3 + zag + z 2a2 + z3a4 - z3a 2 - z2aS - za3 
n this way we find I 
00 0 0 z3 
1 0 z2--z3 0 z2-z3 
F1 = 0 1 1-z 0 l-z 
00 -3 0 
0 0 iLZ2 1 
0 
\ 
z-z 2 
i 
We will show 
LEMMA 4. det(t-F,)= (t-1) (t4+z2r3+z3t2+z4t+z6). 
Since Ci = 0 for i # 1, FI is the same as the map on twisted cohomology. All we need is a 
value z E S’ for which the quartic factor in the lemma has a root t outside the unit circle. But 
even z = - 1 works here, since t4 + t3 - t2 + t + 1 has no cyclotomic factor. 
Proofofthe lemma. It is enough to compute det I - xF1. By [S] this will be reciprocal in x 
and z, i.e. the substitution of x- ’ for x, z- ’ for z will have the same effect as multiplication by 
+ xizj for some i, j. Also it is clear that 1 is an eigenvalue since the columns sum to 1 (this 
reflects the fact that F, commutes with the boundary operator if one uses absolute chains). 
One easily checks Trace F, = 1 - z2, det F1 = i6, and Trace F f = (1 - z2) + 2(z2 -z’). Since 
Trace Ff = (Trace F,)2 - 2 Trace A’F,, this gives Trace A2F, = z3 -z’. So 
det I-xF, = l-(l-z2)x+(z3-z2)x2.. . --‘x5 and the rest of the terms follow by 
reciprocality. Q.E.D. 
In summary, then, by blowing up F and forming the representation p: rr, ( D2 -F) + 
{ + 1) that sends each generator to - 1, we obtain homology eigenvalues outside the unit 
circle. In the next section we will see that this corresponds to lifting g to a double cover. It is 
possible to raise the growth rate further by blowing up a larger (finite) invariant set. 
But this can never account for all the entropy of the horseshoe. This is because the growth 
rate y(g*) for any surface homeomorphism cannot be log 2: indeed i.- ’ = exp - y(g*) must be 
an algebraic integer [S, 191 and i isn’t. Perhaps, however, one can approximate log 2 by 
blowing up ever larger invariant sets and taking the algebraic growth rates. 
By [lo] any C2 diffeomorphism h on a compact surface with positive entropy contains a 
basic set n. By suitable blowing up of orbits in R, one could hope to prove the theorem above 
for any such h. This horseshoe case ought to be the local ingredient in such a proof. 
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$3. FINITE COVERS 
Suppose f: X + X has a lifting f: X 
universal cover one obtains an?: x 
--t X to a finite connected cover. By liftin_g f to the 
+ 2 that also liftsf. So Proposition 2 shows y,( j’) = yi( _/ ) 
for all 5 
More can be said for other representations. If the covering X -+ X is regular with deck 
transformation group G, the regular representation pG: TC -+ Gl(@) defines twisted 
cohomology groups for X that coincide with the usual cohomology of X, i.e. H’( X; pc) = 
H’( X’; a). Thus ;ji(J pc) = yi(l 1) is the logarithm of the spectral radius ofj*rH'(X;R)p . 
Suppose now that one is given not ,q but a finite dimensional representation p with finite 
image. Setting 4 =f..: TI -+ TC, the subgroups Ni = 4-‘(ker p), i = 0, 1.2, . . . are normal in TC 
and have bounded index. As rr is finitely generated, there are only a finite number of normal 
subgroups of a given index (this is immediate from considering homomorphisms from n to 
finite groups of a given size and noting that they are determined by their values 
on generators). SO the sequence Ni is eventually cyclic. We let N = n Ni. Then 4(N) c N, N 
is normal and N is the largest subgroup of kerp with these properties. Also N has finite 
index in 7~. 
Now let X be the finite cover of X corresponding to N. Then X is regular with deck 
transformation group G = n/N. Moreoverf lifts tof: X --t X, since ~Nc N. We may identify 
p with a representation of G, since N c kerp. We can decompose p into irreducibles and 
identify each with a summand of the representation pG. by the usual representation theory of 
finite groups. 
Taking p irreducible, we see that it corresponds to a subspace VP of N’( X; pG). While this 
need not be preserved under the action off, it generates an invariant subspace C yti V, = W, 
and yi (L p) is the logarithm of the spectral radius of?*: W, -+ W,. 
So we see that a finite dimensional representation p with finite image has growth y,( 1 p) 
that is the logarithm of an algebraic integer. This property fails for other types of 
representations. In the example of Section 2 with F(o) = P(t)o, the growth rate for the 
representation corresponding to z ES’ is log1 P(z)j, which can vary continuously. Even the 
universal growth rate sup log/P(:)/ is not always an algebraic integer (see the example in [S]). 
In the horseshoe example of Section 4, the choice of a root of unity of order n for z gives a 
certain summand of the usual cohomology for a cover X whose group G is cyclic of order n. In 
this case one could take N = ker p, since p is invariant. For n = 2, one obtains precisely the 
“odd” part of H’(J?; W) i.e. the summand of those classes .Y that transform by g*.Y = - .Y, 
where g is the nontrivial deck transformation. This is a j-dimensional subspace on whichf, 
acts by the matrix computed in Section 4. 
It is natural to wonder whether the previously known growth invariants (growth rate on 
n,, growth on cohomology of finite covers) can be used to approximate yi(g). This is not so in 
general. Choose rt a finitely presented infinite group whose only finite quotient is trivial. 
Realize rr as rr,;M, where iti is a manifold with one O-handle and various 1 and 2 handles. One 
can arrange so M has a trivially attached 2- handle, corresponding to an S2 in the C W 
2-complex X that approximates M. Choosef: X 3 to fix everything except this S’ and to 
move this S* in a complicated way. One can arrange that the actions ofg on cohomology and 
on J[ are trivial and there are no finite covers to help out but there is positive growth 
nonetheless. 
$6. DEGREE 
For 1M a connected d-manifold and g: ?\I 7 we will compute the growth rate ?d(g) in terms 
of degrees of maps. 
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Suppose first that .U is oriented. Then g has a degree deg(g)EZ. Since deg(g) is a 
cohomology eigenvalue in dimension d, we have the easy inequality in the following result. 
PROPOSITION 3. If M is a connected smooth oriented d-manifold and g: M 3 a map then 
yd(g) = Wdeg(g)l. 
Proof. We need a standard fact. 
LEMS~A 5. Any smooth homotopy class of maps between connected oriented d-manifolds 
has a representative h: ;V -+ P for which some regular level set has (deg(h)( elements. 
Proofof the lemma. For d I 2, one can homotope h to a covering map or a map with image 
of dimension I d- 1 or (if N = P = S’) to a smooth map whose Jacobian never changes 
sign. Then any regular value will do. 
If d 2 3, let k = [n,P: h,nlN], let P be the cover of P corresponding to h,rrlN, 71: 6 + p 
the covering projection and h: N + P a lift of h. If k = xj, one may deform h^ into the d - 1 
skeleton of It and so find that deg It = 0 and the desired representative exists. If k < m, let 
L'l, . . 3. rk be the k inverse images of some )’ E P. We will show that h^ can be deformed so 
y,. . . . ,~k are regular and each has ldeg(h^)l inverse images. As ]deg(h)] = kldeg h^l, this will 
finish the lemma. 
We may suppose )’ is regular for h, so )‘i is regular for h^ for all i. Then 2 points xi, .x2 E N 
with 6(.x,) = /;(-Y~) can be joined by a path 6 so that hi rr,b is trivial (since h^, is surjective). 
We can pair up points in h^-‘(yi) whose orientations are transformed differently by h^ by such 
6’s. Choose these 6’s embedded and disjoint (d 2 3). One can deform h on a regular 
neighborhood u N, of u b to eliminate these pairs, since h^lSN6 maps to a neighborhood Ofyi 
with degree + 1 - 1 = 0. Q.E.D. 
Now it is easy to construct a cell complex X for M with one vertex and one d-cell c and a 
homotopy representativef: X p for g withf-‘(int(a)) n G consisting of ldeggl open discs, 
each mapped homeomorphically to int (0). 
Now we pass to the universal cover. The chain map Fd forjsatisfies llFd(6)jl I (deggl. 
Iterating. one finds yd( f) I logldeg g\, as desired. Q.E.D. 
We thank J. Mather for his assistance with the above lemma. 
We now extend this computation to any connected smooth d-manifold and take entropy 
into account. If g is as in the proposition and is C’ then Misiurewicz and Przytycki showed 
h(g) 2 logldeg(g)l [14]. If IV is closed but not necessarily oriented, form the finite cover fi 
corresponding to the quotient mapping rr + H, (IV; 8,) = G. Clearly iti is oriented. As g acts 
on the quotient G, g lifts toi: Ap . We have h(g) = h(j) 2 logldeg(G)l = yd(G) = ‘id(g). If M 
is not closed then yd(g) = - co. So in all cases, h(g) 2 yd(g). 
$7. VOLUME, TWISTED COHO.MOLOGY AND ENTROPY. 
We will extend in this section the estimates of entropy given in [9] to the more general 
situation of twisted cohomology. This will require us to pass to De Rham cohomology. Then 
the volume decay arguments of [9] will be seen to apply as for ordinary cohomology. 
Let, as above, M be a compact connected smooth manifold, n = al&f, p: rt + G1( V) a 
linear action of 7c that preserves a seminorm on V. Let E be the associated flat bundle over M 
with fiber Vand wan E-valued i-form on !M. We choose a smooth triangulation of M and for 
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each i-simplex r~ we integrate co to get a cochain on this finite complex X. This is a chain map 
I: A(E) + C*(X) that induces an isomorphism of De Rham and simplicial cohomology with 
coefficients p. 
Fix a Riemannian metric on M. Then w is locally an i-linear map ( TpLbf)i + Vand so it has 
an operator seminorm at each p E .LI, 11 cop 11. We would like to estimate 11 Iwll by 
r II q, II, where dM 
all integrals over .M and regions in .Ci are with respect to Riemannian volume. One cannot do 
SO since a may be exceptionally large on the simplices 0 of our triangulation. But it is clear that 
by diffusing the triangulation one can avoid this difficulty. 
Suppose first that M is closed. Let 9 be a family of diffeomorphisms &: M 3 with each 
$b near the identity where b varies over a large dimensional ball B ofvolume 1. It is clear that if 
9 is chosen generically then for any orthogonal i-frame si, . . . , pi in T$4 the estimate 
holds for some constant C. independent of p, LL) and even p. It is only necessary that the 4’s 
move all i-frames in a nondegenerate way. 
Now let J: A’(E) + C’(X) be given by 
This diffused version of I is again a chain map and it induces the same isomorphism of 
cohomology groups. But it makes clear that this map Hb,( M, p) + H’( X, p) is bounded for 
the L’ norm on twisted forms, independently of p. Corresponding assertions hold for .Ci with 
boundary and also for a smoothly triangulated pair of compact d-manifolds (M, N), 
N c int M. 
We generally recall the characterization of the topological entropy h(g) of a C’ map 
g: M P using spanning sets. Let dist denote Riemannian distance on M. Define for s E M, E 
> 0 and n = 0, 1,2, . . . 
B,(E, n) = (~EMJ dist (gkx,gky) I E, k = 0, 1, ,n). 
It is clearly a ball in a certain metric depending on n, E. We let s(n, E) be the least size of a 
spanning set, i.e. the minimum cardinality of a cover of M by sets Bx(&, n). The growth rate 
Ir,(g) = lim sup A log s(n, E) 
n 
is finite for each E, being bounded in terms of a Lipschitz constant L for g and the dimension d 
of M, h,(g) I d log L [2, 1 I]. As E gets smaller, each s(n, E) grows and so does /i,(g). We have 
h(g) = lim h,(g) [2] and we shall take this as the definition of II(g). 
r-o 
To estimate h(g) from below, it is enough to estimate the volumes of B,(E, n) from above. 
We say g has normal decny ofuolume if the exponential decay in these volumes is as rapid as 
one would expect from the differentials D g”(x). We write J”,(g”) for the unstable expansion of 
Dg” at .y, i.e. the norm of the map of Grassman algebras A*(Dg”(x)): A*(Tg”(x)M) 
+ A*( T,,M) and the reciprocal of this is the linear estimate of the volume of B,(E, n). So 
normal decay of volume means that given 6 > 0, there is E > 0 so that 
(**) vol B,(E, n)‘J:(g”) (1 + a)-” 
is bounded independently ofx E M, n 2 0. Just as in the case of untwisted coefficients, one has 
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PROPOSITION 4. lfg has normal deca_v of colume then h(g) 2 yi (g)for all i (i.e. the enrrop? 
conjecture holds for g). 
Proof. Choose E, C so 
vol B,(Ze, n).J;(g”) 5 C(1 + 6)” for all _r, n. 
Then for any ~EB,(E, n) = B, vol B.J;(g”) I(1 +6)‘% 
Thus 
s 
llg”* ~11 I IIrtiI\ f 
B s 
JY(g”) I CIIUllr o(l +d): 
B 
If S is an (n, E) spanning set, 
s 
llg”*wll s 1 lb”*4l. 
\I s .xeS B 
So one finds (Ig”*wl( 5 C((Wll, S(n, E).(l +a)“. 
Now choose (9 to be a form in the cohomology class of the universal i-cocycle 2’ for a 
smooth triangulationof .M. We find 
IXs”* al 5 c s Ilg”*Wl( 5 K.S(lI,E).(l+d) .&I 
where K is some constant. Taking growth rates gives yi(g) < h,(g) + log( 1 + d). Let d and E 
approach 0 to get yi(g) I h(g). Q.E.D. 
As shown in [9], this proposition shows the entropy conjecture holds for affine maps of 
compact affine manifolds, even in this stronger form involving twisted coefficients. These 
maps include all Anosov diffeomorphisms on nilmanifolds and all expanding maps on 
nilmanifolds [7]. 
We now suppose N is a compact submanifold of int M of dimension d, that gN c S and 
that the largest invariant set in M - N is a basis set A. For instance, if N = 4. A is a hyperbolic 
attractor. Otherwise pairs (M, JV) like this arise from filtrations for Axiom A-No Cycles 
systems. 
At points in A, one has normal decay of volume by the Volume Lemma [3,9]. This allows 
one to bound the growth of forms near A and hence of cohomology classes of the pair (.V. N) 
[9].Toredo this with twistedcohomology,recall thatagrowth rateyi(g;M, N)can bedefined 
using the action ofg on the homology of the pair (,$?, fi). where fi is the inverse image ofS in 
the universal cover fi. Then, just as in [9], 
PROPOSITION 5. yi(g; M, N) I h(glA). 
COROLLARY. The entropy conjecture holds for a hyperbolic attractor. 
Let us now suppose that g is Axiom A-No Cycles. One cannot induct up a filtration to 
prove the entropy conjecture for g, as is done in the untwisted case. This is because the long 
exact sequence of a pair gives various short exact sequences of seminormed spaces that may 
not split continuously. In some cases, however, this induction proceeds as before. We find 
PROPOSITION 6. Ifg is Axiom A-No Cycles and p is irwariant andjinite dimensional then 
h(g) 2 Yi(gy P) for all P. 
Proof. Here yi is the logarithm of the spectra1 radius of g*: H’( M; p) -+ H’( M; p). By 
induction, one may suppose h(glN) 2 yi(g(N, p). One has h(g) = max(h(glN). h(glA) ). By a 
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purely algebraic argument ;‘i (9, P) s max (7; (9 i (M. iv), p), ;‘, (g 1 N, p)) [18]. So the preceding 
proposition finishes the proof. Q.E.D. 
We remark that the same proof works if the chain recurrent set R(g) includes finitely many 
nonhyperbolic points [9]. 
S 8. CUP PRODUCTS 
Recall that the estimate yi(f) I h(f) holds for continuousf: X9 . X a finite complex. It 
seems possible that this Co version of the entropy conjecture may hold as well for the higher 
dimensional classes associated to the fundamental group. We let JP c H’( X, p) be the classes 
that pull back from K(n. 1) under the natural map 
i.e. 9, = image (j). Then 
j: H’(n; p) -+ H’(X; p). 
Problem. Show 
1 
Ii(f) 2 lim sup log - Ilf”*:JP -+ 2,,,(1 
II 
where 4: rt ZJ is induced byf: 
A special case of this is when p is trivial, yI, . . . ,yk~ H’(X: ?,), the subspace@ Zx, = Y is 
invariant and the cup product -_ = pi u . . uyk is nonzero. Then z is an eigenvector for 
f*,f*-_ = i.z,andone wants/i(f) 2 logli.l.Theargument ofiManning[lZ]andShub [17] to 
prove this is incomplete. They construct a 
= (Ji(9X . . , J’~ (8)) where we identify xi with 
they can prove the estimate. So one needs 
map p:XdR’ such that p(gf)-p(i) 
a homomorphism 7c -+ R. If p is surjective 
Problem. If X is a connected finite complex, p: X -+ R’ an equivariant map with p(g z?_) 
= PG) + 0.1 k7h . . . ,yk(g)) and the cup product )‘i u . . u yk # 0 then p is surjective. 
If Y is a rational subspace, p determines a map i: X + Bk/r, where r is a discrete 
cocompact subgroup of Rk. As )‘I u . u yk is the pullback of the top class of the k-torus 
Rk/r, i is onto in this case. So the problem is an irrational version of “nonzero degree implies 
surjective”. 
One can reformulate the problem in terms of foliations. Let T” be a torus and ~‘i. . , )‘k 
linear l-forms on T”. Let 9 be the codimension k foliation defined by A keryj. Suppose a 
leaf L of 9 is disjoint from a singular k-cycle Z. One must show S(z) = 0. where 
s’ = [Ji A . . . ~4.~1 EH~( T”; R). If z is smooth, it is frequently the case that the form 
1’iA . . . A yk restricts to zero on -_, so that c(z) = 0 holds pointwise. But one must show this 
for arbitrary z. The difficulty is that L may accumulate on :. In this setting one may naturally 
ask 
Problem. Suppose M is a closed oriented foliated manifold with 2 leaves L1 # L2 of 
subexponential growth. Let x i, .x2 EH*(,M, R) be the classes dual to asymptotic cycles for 
L1, Lz. Show x1 u .x2 = 0. 
If the closures of L, and L2 are disjoint this is easy. One can say that the problem is to 
prove that intersection theory works for noncompact leaves of foliations on a closed 
manifold. 
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The arguments of Shub generalize to our present setting in case p is invariant. One can 
construct a p: 2 -* Yl 0. . , @ V, that is equivariant with respect to a grocp of isometries 
with linear part given by pl@. . . @pk. The problem is to show p(g) extends independently 
in the various Vi directions from knowledge about the growth of cohomology classes. A 
thorough understanding of the case Vi = R would be helpful before attacking this 
generalization. 
$9. SUMMARY 
We summarize the currently known results on the C’ entropy conjecture as follows. 
THEOREM 3. Let g: .Ll --+ M be a C’ map of a smooth compact manifold. Let p be a 
representation ofnlhl bx linear isometries of a seminormed vector space Vand let yi(g, p) be the 
i-dimensional grobvth rate of g for p-tvcisted cohomolog),. The entropy conjecture 
h(g) 2 yi(g, P) 
holds in the following cases 
(1) i = dim(M) 
(2) i = 1 
(3) g has normal decay of uolume (e.g. a hyperbolic attractor or an afine map of an a$tte .\I) 
(4) V isfinite dimensional, g*p = p and the chain recurrent set R(g) consists of’finirelJ$ 
man!’ basic sets arrdfiniteljs many periodic points (e.g. Axiom A-30 Cl,cies or R(f) finite). 
Moreooer if Y c H’( M; Z) is a g*-invariant subgroup that freely generates an exterior 
algebra E c H*(M; Z) then h(g) 2 ;‘(g*IE). 
Note. The estimates h(g) 2 y](g) and h(g) 2 y(g*IE) still hold for a continuous map of a finite 
simplicial cgmplex. 
We conclude with a simple case where the entropy conjecture is still open. Let M = ts10.9 
I (JxII I 1.11 c P3.Then M has the homotopy type of S’. A map g: .M in has a”degree”dE h 
that describes its action on H2 (M; “3) = .?. Is h(g) 2 log@/ for g Cl? 
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